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Measurement of the Amplitude and Phase of a Sculpted Rydberg Wave Packet
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We have completely determined the amplitude and phase of a quantum wave packet. The w
packet was shaped using a programmable optical pulse. Phase information comes from anal
of covariant fluctuations due to interference between the wave packet and a well-characteriz
reference. [S0031-9007(98)06267-X]
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We have measured the amplitude and quantum pha
of sculpted Rydberg wave packets in atomic cesium
by adapting techniques used for measuring the classi
phase of a light pulse.

The stationary Rydberg statescnlm are real functions
of u andr up to an unobservable global phase factoreid.
Here sn, l, md are the usual quantum numbers specifyin
the energy of the state, its angular momentum, andz com-
ponent. The azimuthal dependence ofcnlm is a complex
exponential,eimf, which will not concern us here.

Nonstationary states, called wave packets, are n
real functions ofu and r. They are coherently phased
superpositions of nondegenerate eigenstates. Figures
and 1(b) show an example: a radial Rydberg wave pack
made up of eightnp states in atomic cesium, observe
near the outer-turning point [1]. This figure shows a cro
section in thex-z plane. The phase is represented b
color. The upper picture shows the measurement of
sculpted wave packet; below it is the calculated mod
wave packet. Now we will explain how this wave packe
was made and measured.

The key to determiningC is decomposition into its
constituent eigenstates,cisr , u, fd:

Csr, td 
X

i

aicisr , u, fde2ivi t . (1)

If the eigenstates and eigenvalues are known or can
measured, then the wave packet is completely specifi
by measuring the amplitude and phase of the compl
coefficientsai. For example, the superposition of eigh
eigenstates in Fig. 1(b) has realai ’s that alternate in sign.
Table I shows the measured phases and amplitudes
Fig. 1(a). This phase information was never availab
using previous detection methods for the wave packet.

The amplitude of theai ’s can be analyzed by
state-selective field ionization (SSFI) [2], since eac
nondegenerate eigenstate in the wave packet has a un
field-ionization threshold. A second approach is wav
packet interferometry, also called the optical Ramse
method [3]. Here two wave packets are summed coh
ently by exciting the atom with two identical light pulses
with a variable time-delayt. If the usual weak-field
condition for time-dependent perturbation theory applie
then the wave function is given by
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Csr,t, td 
X

i

saicie
2ivi t 1 aicie

2ivi st1tdeivgstd ,

(2)

where eivgst represents the phase advance of the initia
state during the delay timet. The excited state population
kCsr, t, td j Csr, t, tdl oscillates with the time delayt:

kCstdjCstdl 
X

i

2jaij
2f1 1 cossvgs 2 vidtg . (3)

The spectral amplitude can be extracted by Fourier analys
of this interference function, but the phase information is
missing; therefore the shape of the wave packet cannot
determined.

The phase problem in Rydberg wave packets has a
analog in ultrafast optics. There are several technique
to determine the spectrum and phase of the electr
field in a subpicosecond laser pulse [4]. A recent pape
suggested thatspectrally resolved cross correlation, the
basic method used in spectral interferometry [5], was als
directly applicable to the phase problem in wave packe
[6]. This suggestion was the starting point for the work
reported here.

Cross correlation is similar to optical interferometry,
where the signal received by a detector is the cohere
sum of two optical fields,Estd andE0std, combined on a
beam splitter. In conventional Michelson interferometry
the two fields are the same except for a time-delayt, and
so the detector sees an autocorrelation of the electric fie
superimposed on a background:

Sautostd 
Z

jEstd 1 Est 1 tdj2dt

 2
Z

EstdEst 1 td dt 1 2
Z

jEstdj2dt . (4)

Note that all phase information is lost, and thatSauto has
a similar formal appearance to the wave packet signa
in Eq. (3). In a cross-correlation, the second pulse i
replaced by a reference field whose properties are know

Scrossstd  2
Z

EstdErefst 1 td dt

1
Z

fjEstdj2 1 jErefstdj2g dt . (5)
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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FIG 1(color). (a) Measured Rydberg wave packet amplitude and phase, for the eight cesiumnp states coherently superposed a
described in Table I for wave packet 1. Phase is described by color, and amplitude by height. Only one quadrant of thex-z plane
is shown. (b) Calculated wave packet with the same eight states as (a). Each state has equal amplitude and alternating
Measured Rydberg wave packet amplitude and phase of wave packet 2 described in Table I for wave packet 2. (d) Ca
wave packet with the same eight states as figure (c). Each state has equal amplitude The lower four states havedij  0; the upper
four states havedij  p.
r.
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The first term is then a convolution integral, which ca
be Fourier decomposed to reveal the phase differen
between each frequency component ofE and Eref. The
phase of the reference light pulse can be analyz
using methods such as frequency-resolved optical gat
(FROG) [4]. Spectral interferometry is a way to exten
the measurement of optical phase to pulses that do
lend themselves easily to FROG analysis.

When “reference” and “signal” quantum wave packe
interfere, the phase difference between each pair
eigenstates in the signal can be resolved through t
temporal interference pattern of each state in the spectru
Thus, spectral interferometry can be applied in quantu
mechanics.

Our measurements were performed on an effusive be
of cesium atoms, which were prepared in the7s state by
a two photon transition from the6s ground state via a
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10 ns, 1.08 mm pulse from a Raman-shifted dye lase
The signal and reference wave packets were produced
excitation from the7s state to the Rydbergnp series,
using the output of a chirped-pulse amplifier system.
Kerr-lens mode-locked titanium sapphire laser, followe
by a dispersive grating-pulse expander was used to s
a 10 Hz regenerative amplifier. Part of the light wa
directed into an optical pulse shaper, which consist
of a spectrally resolved acousto-optic Bragg deflec
(AOM) at the midpoint of zero-dispersion stretcher [7
The amplitude and phase of the acoustic waveform
the AOM was programmable, so the optical pulse cou
be reshaped to any field consistent with the availab
bandwidth. The shaped laser pulse was further amplifi
in a Ti:Sapphire cell, and then recompressed in a para
grating compressor. This light created a Rydberg wa
packetCsignal at timet  0:
5509
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TABLE I. Measured amplitude and phase in degrees for ea
eigenstate in wave packets 1 (wpkt 1) [Figure 1(a) and 1(b
and 2 (wpkt 2) [Figure 1(c) and 1(d)]. Amplitude errors
are non-statistical estimates of maximum systematic deviatio
during data collection. Phase errors are given by the stand
deviation in fitting the phase to the acquired cosine curve.

n state Amplitude wpkt 1 phase wpkt 2 phase

25 0.44 6 0.02 53.3 6 4.0 200.5 6 4.0
26 0.39 6 0.02 211.0 6 5.2 197.6 6 5.1
27 0.37 6 0.02 2.9 6 10.3 208.6 6 5.1
28 0.37 6 0.02 188.1 6 5.7 171.3 6 4.5
29 0.33 6 0.02 0.0 0.0
30 0.31 6 0.02 163.5 6 5.2 0.0 6 16.0
31 0.30 6 0.02 10.9 6 0.6 0.6 6 6.3
32 0.31 6 0.02 205.3 6 5.2 0.0 6 5.4

Csignalst  0d 
X

i

aici , ai  jaije
idi . (6)

The remainder of the light from the regenerative ampl
fier went to a second grating-pulse compressor, yieldi
a 150 fs pulse. This reference pulse contained a sm
amount of high-order dispersion; however, the phase
the spectrum over the bandwidth of the experiment w
constant to within60.5 radians, or about 0.05 radians
between neighboringn states. This pulse excited the
same cesium atoms att  t, creating a second (refer-
ence) wave packet:

Crefst  td  eivgst
X

i

bici , bi [ R . (7)

The resulting total wave function can be written as

Ctotalst  td 
X

i

°
aie

2ivit 1 bie
ivgst

¢
ci . (8)

The measured quantity for each laser shot was the to
populationsPid in each Rydberg state as determined from
SSFI spectra:
Pi  jaij

2 1 jbij
2 1 2jai j jbij cosfsvi 2 vgsdt 2 dig .

(9)
From thePi, we wished to extract the relative phases b
tween the states in the wave packet:dij  di 2 dj.

Pi oscillates at the optical frequency. The time-delayt

should therefore be stable to much better than the opti
period of about 2 fs, which is not practical in a system
with amplifiers and pulse shapers in separate delay lin
Furthermore, the carrier frequency in the radio-frequen
waveform in the AOM is not phase locked to the lase
resulting in a random global phase shift on the sign
pulse even in the absence of jitter in the time dela
Therefore, over several laser shots, the cosine term inPi

averages to zero, so the average valueskPil and the rms
populationssDPid have no phase dependence:

kPil  jaij
2 1 jbij

2 , (10)

sDPid2  2jaij
2jbij

2. (11)
To extract the phase despite the time-delay instabilit

we construct the correlation function [8],
5510
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kPiPjl 2 kPil kPjl

sDPid sDPjd
. (12)

Even after averaging over the optical frequency, th
product kPiPjl still has a dependence on the phas
differencevi 2 vj:

kPiPjl  sjaij
2 1 jbij

2d sjajj
2 1 jbjj

2d
1 2jai j jbij jajj jbjj cosfsvi 2 vjdt 2 dijg .

(13)

Inserting this into the correlation function yields a
simple expression fordij,

rij  cosfsvi 2 vjdt 2 dijg . (14)

The AOM was programmed to linearly increment th
phase between each eigenstateni and a reference statenj

by an amounta  0 to 4p, in 40 steps. Thenrijsdij, ad
was fit to a cosine function to extract the initial phas
dij with greater accuracy and precision than would ha
been possible from a single measurement of the correlat
function. The standard error in the fit fordij is the phase
uncertainty listed in Table I. The compositions of th
measured wave packets in Fig. 1 are given in Table I. T
principal quantum numbers were determined by measur
the field ionization threshold for cesium atoms excite
by the reference pulse and comparing it to the critic
field given by Fcritsnd  s2End22 (atomic units). All
contributing states hadl  1 and were polarized alongx.
The amplitude of the packet is fairly close to the targ
shape; phase errors of up to one radian have not chan
the basic form of the wave function probability density.

Figures 1(c) and 1(d) show a different wave packet,
which we attempted to maintain a constant relative pha
in the lower fourn states and then reverse the phase
the higher fourn states. Such a sudden phase rever
half-way through an optical spectrum produces a sha
intensity minimum in the center of a broad pulse. In th
highly dispersive Rydberg spectrum, the situation is f
more complicated, as the figure shows.

Previous measurements of the shape of Rydberg wa
packets have included the following: photoionization by
short probe pulse [9]; excitation or ionization by a sho
electric field pulse, known as a “half-cycle pulse” [10]
probing by photoexcitation of a core state, followed b
autoionization [11]; and the atomic streak camera [12
Each of these methods has achieved some succes
evaluating the shape of the wave packet and each
specific advantages and disadvantages. Photoioniza
is sensitive tojCsr, tdj2r0, i.e., the temporal oscillations
of the wave packet probability density near the cor
Half-cycle pulses measure the momentum distributio
jFsp, tdj2. Without information about the phase ofF,
the Fourier transformation intoC is not unique. The core
excitation is promising but, ultimately, also has limite
resolution, except near the ion core. Finally, the atom
streak camera can measure wave packet motion in
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direction of the probing electric field, but it still cannot
measure the quantum phase. In factnone of these methods
has succeeded in measuring the quantum phase struct
of a Rydberg wave packet.

Quantum wave packets in systems other than Rydbe
states have also been studied, and measurements
quantum phase are not new. Wave packet motion lea
to oscillating multipole moments which can be observe
by free-induction decay. This is the physical prin
ciple behind most quantum-beat spectroscopies and ma
magnetic resonance techniques. Our covariance cro
correlation measurement is not dependent on the prese
of oscillating multipole fields, however, and would work
even for ans-state wave packet, which has no oscillatin
moments.

Rovibrational wave packets in diatomic molecules hav
been analyzed by laser-induced fluorescence or photo
citation to extract their shapes [13]. Also, recent work o
translational wave packets of cooled atoms confined in o
tical lattices have succeeded in measuring the vibration
phase by analyzing optical phase shifts accompanying a
sorption [14].

In conclusion, we have measured the amplitude an
relative phase of a Rydberg wave packet. This cons
tutes a complete determination of the wave function, sin
the global phase is not an observable. Our technique
a spectrally resolved covariance of the wave packet inte
ference with a well-characterized reference. This captur
the phase of the measured wave packet at an arbirtary
get time, when the phases of the reference wave packet
all relatively real. Our technique allows us to measure
wave packet at any point in its orbit. We purposely chos
test wave packets that had interesting shapes far from
ion core, and had no difficulty extracting the amplitud
and phase of these wave functions. This method is t
quantum analog of optical spectral interferometry.

This measurement method could be extended to a
wave packet whose constituent eigenstates are nondeg
erate, and whose eigenvalues are known or can be m
sured. Our wave packets were made with optical puls
shaped by a spectrally resolved acousto-optic modulat
but the wave packets could be made in any way that c
be synchronized to a reference. Since the measurem
is made by observing covariant fluctuations (COIN tech
nique), the synchronization need only match the time sca
of the motion of the wave packet itself; interferometric sta
bility down to an optical wavelength is not necessary.

There are many potential applications and extensio
of this work. A similar interference tecnique based o
quantum beats in fluoresence was recently proposed
study wave packets in coherently excited molecules [15
ure
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We plan to examine the effect of half-cycle pulses o
Rydberg wave packets, during and after the passage
the field pulse. In addition, recent papers have sugges
methods to produce gratings in Rydberg wave pack
[16]. Diffraction experiments would be sensitive to phas
as well as amplitude, and our technique could be us
to analyze such structures. Finally, adaptive contr
experiments can use phase information for feedback.

We acknowledge the technical assistance of Moni
Spisar and the support of the National Scienc
Foundation.
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